
ANNUAL REPORT 

“Every great journey begins with one step and it begins with moving forward, turning on the 

engine, and shifting into the right gear at the right time” – Louie Herron 

The report is comprised of the feats excelled at during the year which not only harbours the 

achievements for the very academic year but also sets forward to hold ground in making the school’s 

testimony to future greatness. 

The Institute recognised and adopted to a new mode of education – The digitalised Portal of 

Teaching through which various “Teachers’ Workshops” were held and also online examinations 

were conducted successfully for the classes Nursery to VIII. 

To keep children busy and excited towards their digitalised curriculum and to avoid the monotony of 

its mundane structure of routine – extra curricular activities such as drawing and singing were held 

online, followed by sessions in yoga and meditation to target their mental well-being. Participation 

of class VIII students in ‘Inter DPS Quiz’ competition conducted by DPS, Noida and also the ‘Inter DPS 

Art’ competition organised by DPS, Haridwar was a complete eye-opener. Further, in preview of the 

emotional and mental well-being of children online counselling (in total confidence and 

confidentiality set as standard norms) were provided and attended to. 

A much hard and an account of a historic win for the Institute of DPS Dooars was receiving its 

Affiliation with the Central Board of Secondary Education, New Delhi. To commensurate and 

publicise this prestigious moment for the Institute – A press meet was held in Saluja Residency, 

Siliguri in January where the School Management team interacted with the journalists of all leading 

dailies. Further, The Managing Committee Meeting of the school was held via the digitalised mode  

on 17 Feb 2020. 

“Learning must never come to an end”. With the dire situation of Covid-19 pandemic sent our way in 

the professional and also the personal realm of our lives – we could still cap our Academic Session 

2020 – 21 with titling it as most yet another flexible year for the Institute in its existence. We take a 

moment to thank our students, their parents, teachers, teams and our beloved stakeholders – We 

could not have succeeded in doing so without your understanding and cooperation. We wish all the 

very best and sincerely pray and hope for better days for all. 

 

     

 


